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Connecting From a Distance

“Despite the COVID-19 measures, we have still been able to keep 

in close contact with our new and long-standing customers 

and make large strides in many projects. In this Hauzer for 

You, you will be able to read about an upgrade project we're 

doing with Argor-Aljba, a new install for Sussex Taps – the 

first one in Australia, which means Hauzer machines are now 

serving customers on four different continents – and a large-

scale collaboration between Faurecia and our Cromatipic® 

Competence Centre in Spain. This is a large step forward for 

positioning Cromatipic® in the market, especially since this 

project came with stringent quality requirements that we were 

able to meet.”

Ongoing Technology Development

“Technology-wise, too, this has been a productive year. Our 

new decorative coatings are now available for sampling. So 

if you are interested in our hard black coating or decorative 

coatings with antibacterial properties, by all means get in 

touch! Hauzer is also proud of our fully developed Metalliner 

inline platform, of which the first sale has been made. This 

platform will continue to develop in the future to serve new 

markets and applications such as fuel cells.” 

INTRODUCTION
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Strengthening Our Online Presence

“Since we couldn’t meet in person, we focused on becoming 

more approachable online. We launched a new website 

and have done two webinars to show current and potential 

customers what we’ve been working on. You can get an 

idea of the most recent one, on the fascinating decorative 

coating market, in this very edition of Hauzer for You. We are 

also joining several online conferences this year: the HiPIMS 

conference, ICMCTF, and SVC TECHCON. We hope to soon be 

able to shake hands again, but if not, we’ll be equally glad to 

see you online.”

Dave Doerwald

CEO

LOOKING TOWARDS 
THE FUTURE

“It has been a challenging year for everyone, both personally and in business. Luckily, now the 

vaccination campaigns are picking up speed globally, we can all start looking towards the future again. 

This is true for Hauzer as well. Plenty of progress has been made last year, both in terms of technology 

and working with our customers on new developments.”

HAUZER FOR YOU   .   NO. 354
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OPERATING EXCELLENCE

Despite the impact of 2020 on many industries, the decorative coating industry is still going strong. 

That is why Hauzer held a webinar late March to show anyone interested – whether a current Hauzer 

customer or not, and whether currently active in the decorative sector or not – the potential and 

promise this fascinating market holds. In this article, we will give you a brief overview of the campaign 

leading up to the webinar and share the replay link. 

THE FASCINATING WORLD 
OF DECORATIVE COATINGS

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

A Market Going Strong in a Challenging Global Economy

The global pandemic has had a devastating effect on many 

industries. However, the decorative physical vapour deposition 

(PVD) sector is thriving. After an initial dip in Q2 2020 – when the 

world was holding its breath how the COVID-19 pandemic would 

develop – the demand for decorative coatings has continued to 

grow.

At Hauzer, too, we have continued to invest in our decorative 

coatings. The colour range of our coatings is constantly growing, 

and has now been expanded with a scratch-resistant black 

coating. Our latest Hauzer Flexicoat® machine, the Flexicoat 

1250, supports the most flexible machine configurations yet. 

This flexibility is perfect for businesses with a strong foundation 

in tribological or tool applications who want to expand into a 

profitable new market, or businesses already specialised in 

decorative coatings who want to serve an even wider audience. 

Six Important Market Trends

In a recent report with Sales Manager Huub Vercoulen, we 

identified six important market trends in the decorative sector. 

These trends are what make decorative coatings worth investing 

in as a stable foundation for your business.

  Consumers investing in upgrading their surroundings.  

       Now unprecedented numbers of people are working from home,  

   renovations and home upgrades are more popular than ever.    

   Multi-purpose coating machines. The demand for tool and  

     tribological coatings is fluctuating. This has led many businesses  

  to want to expand into the decorative sector as a secure  

     investment. With the flexible configuration of Hauzer machines,  

      it is very well possible to configure a dual- or even triple-purpose  

    machine. 

       Rose gold, black and a broader colour range. Consumers are  

  taking advantage of the increasing availability of colourful  

     PVD coatings to add interest and a sense of luxury to kitchens, 

    furniture, door hardware and other interior design staples.

    More design applications for decorative PVD coatings. 
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Designers, too, are taking advantage of the growing possibilities 

in PVD coatings to upgrade the look and feel of even small 

product components. 



 Antibacterial coatings. Hauzer started developing  

  antibacterial coatings with the expectation that they would    

  mostly be popular for high-touch surfaces in public areas or  

  buildings such as hospitals. But with the COVID-19 pandemic  

  still ongoing after more than a year, it is not surprising  

  that consumers, too, are increasingly interested in adding  

     antibacterial properties to their home furnishings.  

    Quick ramp-up in in-house coating capacity. The difference    

   between a successful product and a failed launch may well be  

  timing. With the Hauzer fast ramp-up service, a collaboration  

  with coating service provider Ionbond, you can enjoy a short  

  time-to-market of your coated product, even as your coating  

   machine is being built in our factory.

Hauzer: Your Partner in Decorative Coatings

All our experts are seeing that the decorative coating market is 

thriving, and will likely continue to do so for years. The constantly 

expanding colour and substrate range makes PVD coatings an 

inspiring technology to explore for designers of a wide range of 

products. Of course, decorative coatings are not just decorative. 

They provide both premium aesthetics and valuable functional 

properties such as wear resistance and corrosion resistance – 

and now, antibacterial properties.

 

For all these aspects of a good decorative coating – colour, 

coating properties and additional functionality – Hauzer can 

be your technology partner. Hauzer machines are known for 

their exceptional coating quality, with highly consistent results. 

Designed for flexibility, our machines can keep up with the shifting 

needs of your business not just today, but many decades in the 

future. And because we are a company built on cooperation and 

service, we are always happy to share our expertise and existing 

recipes with you, or embark on challenging and interesting joint 

development projects.

Learn More on Our Deco Campaign Page

Are you interested in getting started or expanding your 

capacity in the fascinating world of decorative PVD 

coatings? Make sure to visit our campaign page. There, you 

will find the webinar recording, plus:

    Our market report going into more detail about the six  

     important trends mentioned in this article

     The latest test results for Hauzer antibacterial and hard  

     black coatings

   An interview with decorative coating customer Sussex  

     Taps (see also page. 8 & 9 in this Hauzer for You)

Webinar Topics

The webinar on 30 March was very well attended, with 

almost 300 people from various companies and industries 

interested in learning more about the fascinating world of 

deco. Many of them also contributed their questions to be 

answered live, which made for a lively session. 

We have now made the recording available online, covering 

the following topics:

 Welcome and introduction by Michiel Eerden,  

   Director of Sales

  In-depth discussion of Hauzer decorative solutions by  

    Huub  Vercoulen, Sales Manager for the decorative sector

          • Why the decorative market just keeps growing

          • Matching the fast pace of fashion 

          • Antibacterial properties in a broad colour range

          • Hauzer’s long history in decorative coatings

          • Hauzer solutions, technologies and machines

          • Looking for partners to develop antiviral coatings

Did you miss the webinar, or would you simply like to 

rewatch it? Then visit www.hauzertechnocoating.com/en/

decorative-webinar

HAUZER FOR YOU   .   NO. 357
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Sussex Taps is a faucet manufacturer based in Melbourne, Australia. Since 1990, they have focused 

on combining craft, engineering and invention to create brass tapware, shelves and accessories that 

combine beauty and functionality. The majority of their products are manufactured locally, for the 

Australian and New Zealand market. Recently, Sussex Taps has become one of the first companies to 

embrace decorative PVD in Australia. 

TIMELESS DESIGN, 
NOW WITH PVD COATINGS

Investing in In-house Capacity

One of the important characteristics of Sussex Taps as a 

company is that they control a lot of their processes internally. 

“The casting, assembly and fabrication of our products is almost 

all done in-house with our own staff,” says George Katsanevakis, 

Managing Director at Sussex Taps. “We have a very vertically 

integrated system. Once we discovered we wanted to get started 

with physical vapour deposition (PVD) coating, it made sense to 

make a long-term investment in our own in-house PVD capacity.” 

PVD is a new technology for Sussex Taps, which means that 

during the acquisition process, they not only wanted to purchase 

a machine and the accompanying cleaning line, but also to add on 

follow-up services in the years to come. George: “We were looking 

for a company that could offer a turn-key solution and that is 

aligned with our growth values. We resonated well with Hauzer: 

they promise and deliver quality, provide support after the install, 

and are friendly contacts who are always happy to help with any 

questions. Their transparent approach was very reassuring.” 

OPERATING EXCELLENCE LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY



PVD room and facility with Hauzer Flexicoat® 1500
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Being Synonymous With the Market

The decorative market in Australia is doing well, and has been doing 

so for a number of years. And Sussex Taps is not the type of company 

to shy away from bold colour choices. “Our PVD coating system 

needed to be able to work with around 8 coating recipes from the 

start,” says George. “This was another reason to go with Hauzer, 

because their platform has excellent flexibility in technology.”

Black, brushed nickel and bronze are the most popular colours in 

the Australian market. Of these, bronze is the relative newcomer. 

Other metallic colours, still fairly neutral so they fit a wide range of 

interior designs, will also be go-to colours for the foreseeable future. 

George: “You never know what will become popular, unless you offer 

something in the market. Since we’re Australian-made, we have a 

lot of attention from the market and are often in a position to start 

trends.”

Exploring the Benefits of PVD

George: “Because it’s a new technology for us that opens up changes 

to our product range, we will need a few months to market it. After 

that, we’ll definitely be using our Hauzer machine more and more 

for production.” PVD is not just new for Sussex Taps, it is fairly new 

to Australia as a whole. “PVD is becoming more readily available,” 

explains George, “but mostly through imported products.”

 

PVD is interesting for Sussex Taps for its durability, which could 

help ensure a long lifetime for their products. Another benefit 

is the low emissions of the coating system. Sustainability is an 

important value for the company – their aim is to be carbon 

neutral in a only few years. 

Embracing New Technology in a Time of Crisis

At the time of writing this article, Hauzer Senior Process Engineer 

Andreas Fuchs was still on location in Melbourne, working on 

test batches and test samples in preparation of the final sign-

off. Sussex Taps was unfortunate in that the initial installation of 

their Hauzer machine was just before the COVID-19 pandemic 

hit. With quarantines, travel restrictions, and stringent shipping 

requirements due to tough import laws, it took work and trust 

from both companies to deliver. 

George: “We tried to make this project a success from both sides, 

and it has been. We all managed to keep the momentum going. 

We’re definitely happy customers. Now, we are looking forward to 

conquering this machine and technology.”

George & Vanessa Katsanevakis
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HIPIMS FOR INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICATIONS

In earlier editions of Hauzer for You, we already discussed HiPIMS (high-power impulse magnetron 

sputtering) in general. Today, we want to give you some historical perspective on why HiPIMS is such 

an important technology, and an update on Hauzer’s latest results for HiPIMS technology for the tool 

business, including cutting tools, moulds and dies. 

HAUZER FOR YOU   .   NO. 3510
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The Rise of Sputtering

In the 1980s, PVD coatings started to find their way in cutting tool 

applications. The first successes on this path were the “golden” 

TiN coatings for cutting tools, introduced to a wide group of end 

users by major German tool manufactures. 

The PVD technology used at the time, Ionitron (e-beam), 

was limited to TiN, TiCN and CrN. Since the requirements for 

applications such as dry cutting rose very quickly, new ternary 

coating systems were developed to improve cutting performance, 

by including elements such as aluminium.

Soon, sputtering became the preferred technology, because 

this technology allowed for synthesis of coatings such as TiAlN 

or CrAlN. A tremendous increase in cutting speed could now be 

realised, as well as a higher wear resistance that led to longer 

tool life. In addition, a very smooth surface could be obtained, 

which supports chip flow during cutting. This early sputtering 

technology had the disadvantage of insufficient adhesion, 

especially on complex geometries.

German publications from the early 1980s  featuring 

TiN coatings, from Bohrmeister Gühring and Fette.

HAUZER FOR YOU   .   NO. 3511



Arc Technology Becomes Dominant

With the development of the arc ion plating (AIP) technology as well as the  

Hauzer combined arc/unbalanced magnetron (ABS) technology in the early 1990s, 

very good adhesion could be combined with high deposition rates. In those times, the 

deposition of more complex coatings was also investigated and industrialised. Since that 

moment, the arc technology was the dominating technology for tool coatings up to today.  

A clear drawback of this technology was the higher surface roughness. Different post 

treatment solutions found their way to the daily business of industry, such as wet  

blasting, drag finishing and polishing.

HiPIMS: Renewed Interest in Sputtering

Around the turn of the millennium, different research groups started investigating the 

effect of short high-voltage, high-current pulses on the sputtering cathode on depostion 

process and coating properties. One of the first groups that started using, developing 

and industrialising this new technology was a group at Sheffield Hallam University, 

led by Prof Hovsepian and Prof Ehiasarian, using a modified Hauzer system. The early 

investigations showed that this new approach enhanced the ionisation compared to 

sputtering – from a few percent up to the range of conventional arc coatings – but with  

the advantage of having no droplets. Thus, HiPIMS was born, both as a deposition 

technology and as a very good pre-treatment technology to improve adhesion. With 

the introduction of HiPIMS technology came a renewed interest in sputtering for tools. 

Especially for applications where regular arc coatings have difficulties, HiPIMS is a 

promising solution: milling of hardened steels, titanium or stainless steel and for tools 

such as inserts (to achieve higher thicknesses and good stress management), micro tools 

(used for drilling PCB boards), skiving tools, taps and formers.

The Hauzer HiPIMS approach enables users to really tune coating properties such as 

hardness, Young’s modulus and uniformity, by selecting and modifying a wide range of 

parameters in the recipe. Users can change parameters such as power, current, voltage, 

duty cycle, pulse on or pulse off time, and reprogram the pulse sequence with the pulse 

width modulation (PWM) mode, a feature unique to Hauzer. 
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Unique Hauzer feature: pulse width modulation (PWM) with defined pulse shapes.

Hauzer’s Focus – Industrial Plasma Solutions

Today, different tool geometries, cutting conditions (wet, 

minimum lubrication, dry) and cutting parameters demand 

the right coating to do the job. Hauzer and our customers are 

exploring different material systems and combinations of 

deposition technologies and parameters to obtain the right 

coating properties for the application. 

To determine the right settings for the recipe, one needs to first  

13

 

understand the influence of the settings on plasma properties.  

In the end, it is the plasma that determines the coating properties. 

We use technologies such as optical emission spectroscopy (OES) 

to understand what happens in the plasma and to study the 

effects of e.g. a different pulse length on the degree of ionised 

species.
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Aluminium-chromium-based HiPIMS Coatings for Cutting 

Applications

The aluminium-chromium-nitrogen (AlCrN) system was a further 

development of CrN, first investigated in the late 1980s at Aachen 

University under the supervision of Prof Knotek. AlCrN showed 

many advantages to the known TiAlN because it forms a dense 

Cr-Al-oxide layer to prevent oxidation at higher temperatures. 

The thermal stability and hot hardness of cubic AlCrN was much 

better compared to widely used coatings such as Al67Ti33N. 

However, it took a while before the tool industry saw the benefit 

of AlCrN. Today, AlCrN is used in many applications, e.g. for 

coating around 75% of all hobs worldwide. AlCrN is also an ideal 

candidate for materials such as stainless steels that are difficult 

to cut. HiPIMS is the ideal deposition technology here, with the 

possibility to make dense structures without droplets on sharp 

cutting edges. 

With the Hauzer implementation of HiPIMS, you have the option 

to tune your complete deposition process window. We saw one 

good example of this in our latest cutting tests against industrial 

benchmark Al67Ti33N and also against HiPIMS coatings from 

competitors. In this article, we show some results from that test: 

the good performance of Hauzer HiPIMS in cutting applications. In 

tapping and forming, too, the use of Hauzer HiPIMS AlCrN shows 

very good results in comparison to industry-wide standards like 

smooth TiCN coatings and to competitors’ HiPIMS approaches. 

In classical milling applications of hardened steel (over 60 HRC) 

Influence of different HiPIMS process parameters on plasma properties using OES. 
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where a high-end finish is the goal, arc coatings normally set the 

benchmark in terms of cutting performance. Our Hauzer HiPIMS 

approach for AlTiN-based coatings rreduces wear and increases 

milling time dramatically.

Hauzer is continually working towards better performance of all 

our coating technologies, including HiPIMS. The Hauzer HiPIMS 

AlCrN approach is worth a test for your application. It can give you 

a high cutting edge stability, less build-up of material on cutting 

tool edges and less wear. In the end, a higher tool lifetime or a 

higher cutting speed is possible.

Interested to see what Hauzer 

can do for you? We are happy to 

collaborate with you to see where we 

can enhance you coatings. No matter 

what your specific applications are, 

feel free to contact Philipp Immich  

(PImmich@hauzer.nl or +31 77 355 

97 80) to discuss how to boost your 

business with HiPIMS. 
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Tool Data:
Geometry: Corner End mill
Dia: 8 mm
No Tooth: 2
Corner radius: 0.5 mm
Substrate: carbide submicron

Material Data
1.4404 (316L)
Tensile strength: 550-700 N/mm²

Technology Data
Climbing-shoulder
vc: 200 m/min
fz: 0.15 mm
ap: 2 mm
ae: 0.2mm
Cooling, wet emulsion
Cutting length: 240 m

Hauzer HIPIMS: AlCrN after 240m 

Industrial Benchmark: ARC Al67Ti33N after 240m 

Competitor HIPIMS: AlCrN after only 40m 

Influence of variations of process 

parameters on plasma properties 

(here, the ionisation degree of 

metal ions). 

arc



CROMATIPIC    COATINGS 
IN THE COCKPIT OF 

THE FUTURE

Faurecia is a tier-1 supplier for all automotive brands, with 248 plants and 37 R&D centres around the 

world. It focuses on four main growth activities: clean mobility, seating, interior, and advanced cockpit 

electronics and automated driving. With this global presence and forward-thinking approach, Faurecia 

is in the top ten of global automotive technology suppliers. Recently, Faurecia partnered with Hauzer 

Ibérica to propose the Cromatipic® coating to automotive OEMs as an alternative to 

chrome electroplating. 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

®
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An Innovative Coating for an Innovative Company

Blanca Moreno, Commodity Buyer for decorative plastic parts at the 

European level, is part of the Interior Systems division of Faurecia 

(FIS) in Spain. From her position in the company, she focuses on 

contributing to a range of product lines for Sustainable Mobility 

and the Cockpit of the Future. “The aim of the Cockpit of the Future 

project is to offer our customers best-in-class capabilities from 

styling to product,” says Blanca. “This is how we also arrived at 

Cromatipic® technology.” 

Because innovation and sustainability are key pillars for Faurecia, 

they were very interested in Cromatipic® as alternative to chrome 

electroplating. Blanca: “Cromatipic® coatings are eco-friendly: the 

system produces no waste, the process is safe for our employees, 

and the technology meets future REACH restrictions for the uses of 

Cr-VI free coating.”

Confidence Built on Experience

Faurecia and Hauzer had been in contact since 2017, when Faurecia 

audited and validated the Cromatipic® facility at Hauzer Ibérica. 

Hauzer is also working with Faurecia in France for other projects, 

which involves various PVD finishes such as colours and light 

transparency.

Blanca: “After a few years of contact and exchanges through 

technical meetings, innovation days and more to get to know this 

technology, we have seen that Cromatipic® technology can meet 

the expectations of FIS and the OEMs we work with. Beyond the 

sustainability benefits, it has the capacity to replace the plating 

process for some interior applications, because of the technology’s 

flexibility in parts, design and its diversity in finishes and colours.”

Another benefit was that Faurecia has been able to observe 

Hauzer Ibérica’s improvements in process, productivity and cost-

per-coating. “Hauzer has worked hard to optimise this process to 

be more competitive,” says Blanca, “now approaching the price 

of chrome plating. It was one of the reasons we were confident in 

proposing Cromatipic® as a technology that meets their technical 

specifications and also fulfils environmental regulations.”

An Industry in Transition

Historically, chrome electroplating of decorative 

automobile parts has been an unbeatable trend. 

Chrome provides superior corrosion, temperature 

and chemical resistance, and has come to define 

automobile aesthetics for almost a century. 

“Currently, we are in a transition period,” says 

Blanca. “Chrome electroplating of decorative parts 

in the vehicle has historically been a strong and 

successful trend. However, stringent environmental 

regulations pose a challenge to this technology. 

OEMs are trying out different strategies. Some 

push for alternative solutions such as physical 

vapour deposition (PVD), painting or decorative 

films. But to keep the aesthetics of chrome, 

Hauzer’s Cromatipic® technology is definitely a very 

interesting solution for various automotive parts.”

Volkswagen Group Stamp of Approval

Meeting the technical specifications was, of course, an important 

milestone. Strong samples and early work Hauzer Ibérica did for the 

Volkswagen Group helped strengthened Faurecia in this opinion. Blanca: 

“We now offered this technology to one of our main customers. After 

several workshops, and technical and commercial exchanges between 

Hauzer and Faurecia, we are quite confident about this decorative  

solution for interior applications. It also has official approval from VW 

Group.” The Cromatipic® coating centre at Hauzer Ibérica works with a 

highly productive inline coating system, which meets the productivity, 

loading capacity, density, quality and tact time expectations of even 

highly competitive OEMs.
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READY TO COAT 
MASSIVE NUMBERS 

OF PRODUCTS
The Hauzer Flexicoat® platform perfectly embodies the Hauzer philosophy towards design 

and technology. Because of the high level of standardisation and compatibility, Hauzer 

Flexicoat® batch coating machines are modular, flexible, and can be configured and  

re-configured with many different types of technology as your business develops.  

Of course, the question arose: can we extend this philosophy and create a platform for 

our inline machines as well? Today, we proudly present our Hauzer Metalliner® platform*.

MARKET DEVELOPMENT LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGYOPERATING EXCELLENCE

*This is the working title for this platform; 

the final name may be different.
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Serving the High-throughput Market

Hauzer originally started to build inline coating machines 

to serve truly high-volume markets. For the first several 

years, these systems were individually engineered solutions. 

Developing the Hauzer Metalliner® concept into a platform 

would bring greater flexibility, compatibility and cost 

effectiveness. Michiel Eerden, Director of Sales, says: “The 

development of the Metalliner platform started late 2019, with 

a feasibility study. Early 2020, we kicked off the Metalliner family 

project in earnest. Today, we’ve already made the first sale.” 

Several other customers have also expressed interest. The 

Metalliner concept was designed for high volumes of identical 

products, and is therefore compelling for upcoming industries 

such as fuel cell technology, but also for applying Cromatipic® 

coatings to automotive parts or even depositing decorative 

coatings on sanitary hardware. 

The various doors, rear walls and top plates that accommodate the 

different technologies available for the Metalliner chambers. 

Engineering for Flexibility

Jan Wemmenhove, Project Manager, says: “Everything we’ve 

been doing in the Hauzer Flexicoat® platform in terms of 

flexibility and configuration, we’ve taken on board when planning 

the Metalliner platform. That means engineering the chambers 

for a large flexibility in terms of technology and coatings.”

The basic chambers are now ready, and can be connected for 

a wide range of configurations. Each chamber has a body with 

a top plate, a rear plate and a door. By standardising those 

parts as much as possible, the quality and compatibility can 

be guaranteed. Jan: “For now, we decided to create 2 types of 

body, 4 types of rear plate and 3 different doors. This is enough 

flexibility to configure all common chamber types. Moving the 

carriers through the machine under vacuum is done by a linear 

motion system (LMS), a proven Hauzer solution.”
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Decisions That Support Market Demands

The order in which parts have been engineered was very much 

determined by the expected market needs. “This inline machine 

is intended for mass production,” explains Jan, “not for applying 

exotic coatings to small numbers of specialist products. That’s the 

design perspective we kept in mind throughout the project. 

First, we started by determining which market segments and 

applications this machine might serve. Next, which coatings would 

they need? And finally, what technology does that require? This 

has proven to be the right decision to define the modules of the  

machine.''

Michiel: “The initial technologies we adapted for the Metalliner 

platform are magnetron sputtering, advanced controlled arc 

(ACA), circular arc (CARC+) and plasma-assisted physical vapour 

deposition (PACVD). We expect that these technologies will 

cover the majority of interesting high-throughput applications. 

However, should they be needed, we can always add other 

technologies to our development roadmap.”

The Metalliner platform accommodates products up to 1.5m high, 

which is an optimum between productivity, coating uniformity  

and costs. Jan: “Again, this matches what we expect from the 

market. For customers looking to coat very large or heavy pro-

ducts, we would be happy to configure a batch coating machine.” 

Extending Capacity and Productivity

The benefit of an inline machine platform is that Hauzer  

engineers can tailor the machine configuration to your coating 

and productivity requirements. In general, adding more chambers 

decreases cycle time – defined as the number of minutes 

between two carriers of coated products leaving the machine – 

and increases productivity. Jan: “The best productivity increase 

usually comes from adding chambers dedicated to the slowest 

process step.” All in all, the new Hauzer Metalliner® platform 

is a basis to easily build and configure dedicated machines for 

massive productivity. The technologies available on the Metalliner  

 

platform are the same proven process technologies from 

the other Hauzer machines, making the Metalliner systems a 

reliable, highly flexible choice for demanding market segments. 

Would you like to know more about the 

benefits of the Hauzer Metalliner® platform 

for your business scenario? Please contact 

Michiel Eerden, Director of Sales (MEerden@

hauzer.nl or +31 77 355 97 04).
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Unlike a batch coating system, where the various process steps 

take place sequentially in the same chamber, an inline coating 

system has dedicated chambers for each process step. Products 

are transported automatically through the system, from one 

chamber to the next. This means that the productivity of inline 

systems can be up to ten times that of a batch system.

Developing the concept of the Metalliner systems into a platform 

has many advantages. Specifically, a platform increases the 

available technologies and the flexibility with which a machine 

can be configured. Because components are standardised and 

engineered to fit together perfectly, the completion time for a 

new system is reduced by months.

Metalliner platform specifications

•   Deposition technologies: magnetron sputtering, advanced  

     controlled arc (ACA), circular arc (CARC+), plasma-assisted  

      chemical vapour deposition (PACVD) 

•   Various etching technologies

•   Effective coating area: 1500mm x 1200mm

•   One- or double-sided heating, etching and coating

•   Product rotation possible

•   Maximum process temperature: 300°C

•   Several compatible process gases

•   Adding bias to substrates is optional

•   SQL database for logging machine and process data; interface  

     to manufacturing execution system (MES) upon request

The number of chambers a configuration requires is determined 

by the desired process and output. 

THE BENEFITS OF A PLATFORM 
FOR INLINE COATING SYSTEMS

Example of a 10-chamber Metalliner system. In the foreground, 

the return path for the carriers. 
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State Power Investment Corporation Hydrogen Energy Co., Ltd. (SPICHE), a Chinese science and 

technology enterprise focusing on hydrogen energy, is part of State Power Investment Corporation 

Limited (SPIC). Implementing the national energy strategy of China and supported by the industry 

resources and innovation advantages of SPIC, SPICHE works on developing and industrialising core 

technology for the hydrogen energy industry. 

CONTRIBUTING TO 
AMBITIOUS CLIMATE GOALS
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Towards a Carbon-neutral China in 2060

The Chinese government proposed ambitious greenhouse 

gas emissions goals: to reach the peak in carbon dioxide 

emissions by 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 

2060. This offers an historic opportunity for the hydrogen 

industry. In 2030, the carbon peak goal requires that the 

installed capacity of wind and solar power should reach 

more than 1.2 billion kilowatts. Hydrogen production 

must be taken as the main channel to solve the large-scale 

utilisation of wind and solar power. 

For the carbon neutralisation goal, green hydrogen is an 

effective way to meet the decarburisation of traditional 

high-carbon industries such as electricity generation, the 

chemical industry and smelting. It is also the only way to 

realise the large-scale replacement of fossil energy. In 

transportation and household energy, green hydrogen 

is the main way to realise green consumption. Hydrogen 

fuel cells will be an important contributor to reduced 

greenhouse gas emissions on the consumer side.

Leading the Way in Hydrogen Technology

Their goal is to become an innovative leading enterprise in 

hydrogen energy industry with independent core technology, 

integration of R&D and high-end manufacturing, and high 

marketisation. The company has independently developed 

hydrogen fuel cell stacks and system products with 

excellent performance of high power density. 

For these products, metal bipolar plates with high corrosion 

resistance and low electrical resistance are indispensable. 

Hauzer equipment is an important pillar in the surface 

treatment of metal bipolar plates by SPICHE, contributing 

to the performance improvement of metal bipolar plates 

and the company's stack products. Mr. Li, Director of fuel 

cell Technical department says, “We believe that Hauzer’s 

equipment has advantages in ease of use and stability 

after a period of use. Meanwhile, we are impressed by the 

professionalism of Hauzer’s technical staff.”
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Hauzer is well known for our modular, flexible systems, where technologies can be added and removed 

to best suit our customers’ needs. Now, we are also embracing this modular principle in our service 

contracts. From one type of service contract, mostly based around a week-long maintenance session, 

Hauzer Customer Support is moving towards different styles and levels of service contracts. 

EMBRACING MODULARITY 
IN SERVICE
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Mix-and-match Support Modules

René van der Vegt, Hauzer Manager for Customer Support, says: 

“For these new service contracts, we put our heads together 

with some of our customers to find out what they think is most 

helpful in a service contract. Based on this feedback, we decided 

to introduce modules for five areas of service.” 

The new service contracts are modular and can be added for a 

year at a time. They are based around five topics: 

•  Support: this module has three levels and includes services  

    such as access to emergency stock, technical support by email  

    or phone (within and outside office hours), remote connection  

  support and a service-level agreement about how fast a  

   technician is dispatched for on-site support after an issue is  

    called in.

•  Training: with the training module, companies can purchase  

      Hauzer’s various training courses, on-site or at Hauzer. 

      For instance, our operator course, process engineer course, or  

    a  training course on customer-specific topics.

•  Maintenance: this module consists of either a 3- or 5-day  

    maintenance session, with an optional calibration add-on. 

    The 3-day maintenance session includes a functionality check  

    on many of your system’s functions. The 5-day maintenance is  

   even more extensive and includes small maintenance tasks     

  such as replacement of wear parts. During the optional  

   calibration  service visit, all power supplies will be calibrated  

    on voltage, current and power output, and the arc handling   

     and pulsing will be checked.

• Process: the process support module was designed for    

   companies that are looking to get more out of their Hauzer  

   machine. Whether you would like to move into a new area of  

   the market, troubleshoot complex process-related issues or  

  optimise your coating process to boost your efficiency or  

   productivity, Hauzer process engineers are available to help  

     you.

•  Analysis: this module is intended for customers who are   

    interested in data-driven analysis. Based on the system log  

    files of your Hauzer machine, our engineers will assess the  

       various alarms that have come up over time and advise you on  

         how to best optimise your processes, recipes and maintenance  

      schedules to reduce production times or prevent issues.



Putting Our Customers Centre Stage

René adds: “With this modular approach, we are much better able 

to meet our customers’ needs. For instance, if a business has had 

a fairly large turnover in their operators, it makes sense for them 

to invest in the operator training course that year to help them 

get the most out of their machines. Next year, that company will 

have a good team of well-trained operators, so any new hires can 

generally be trained on the job.”

The same customer focus is behind the other modules.  

For a company with multiple coating systems, it is much less of  

a burden to shut a system down for a week of maintenance than  

it is for a one- or two-machine job coater. Different companies  

also tend to have different appetites for doing maintenance  

in-house or outsourcing it. With these new modules, every 

customer can choose the service level that fits their situation, 

business needs and budget.

 

A Solid Start for Each New Machine

Of course, each new Hauzer machine is delivered under warranty, 

which means customers get the highest-level support module 

during the first year, free of charge. René: “That way, our customers 

can trust that the system is well taken care of, giving operators 

and maintenance engineers the time to build their familiarity  

with it.” Do you have any questions around the new service 

module concept, or would you like to discuss which modules you 

would like to activate for the coming year? Please contact your 

account manager. 

INCREASE OF TOTALLY SATISFIED CUSTOMER BASE COMPARED 
TO PREVIOUS CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

71%
Customer Survey

In the last month, Hauzer has done a customer satisfaction survey, which we have started to analyse. You will be able to read 

all about the results in the next edition of Hauzer for You. So stay tuned!
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Over the past months, Hauzer daughter company Bernex has developed an important upgrade to their 

systems to increase the temperature control in their Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) machines. 

Bernex upgraded their control approach significantly, by using more precise thermocouples and 

control hardware. Hristo Strakov, Head of Technology at IHI Bernex, discusses the upgrades and 

 their benefits.

SIGNIFICANT TEMPERATURE 
HOMOGENEITY 

IMPROVEMENTS FOR  
BERNEX CVD SYSTEMS
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New Temperature Control Approach

“On a CVD machine, temperature is one of the major factors 

for the process,” explains Hristo. “Too much fluctuation in 

temperature behaviour means significant deviations of coating 

thickness and properties. With our new temperature control 

system, we are able to adjust the temperature in the reactor to 

be much more homogeneous during the entire coating process. 

Deposition temperatures, which used to oscillate by max. 7°C 

over time, now only oscillate by about 3°C.”

 

From now on, the new temperature control will be installed 

and delivered with any new Bernex system, but it has also 

already been installed on several existing CVD machines. 

This improvement is attractive to anyone working in the CVD 

field, especially for customers who need to meet the strict 

specifications of the tooling markets and aerospace business.

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY MARKET DEVELOPMENT
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Meeting the AMS 2750F Aerospace Standard

In aerospace, the AMS 2750F requirement incorporates the control 

and monitoring of temperature ranges during the whole treatment 

and deposition process. AMS 2750F is part of the essential 

NADCAP certification that is used in the aerospace business. Two 

Bernex Chemical Vapour Aluminizing (CVA) systems now meet this 

challenging requirement: the Class 2 on Bernex CVA 190 BL with a 

360 mm useful reactor diameter and the Class 4 on Bernex CVA 

440 BL with a 800 mm useful reactor diameter.

 

“The breakthrough of this new temperature control approach,” 

says Hristo, “is that it allowed us to fulfil this crucial certification 

even for larger reactor diameters, where temperature uniformity  

is even more challenging. This is proof that our new control 

approach can be applied even on really demanding applications. 

With this upgrade, our 190 BL and 440 BL CVA machines fully meet 

the aerospace requirements.”
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Temperature uniformity in a system before and after installation of 

the new Bernex temperature control module.

Old Temperature Uniformity

New Temperature Uniformity
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Faster Heat-up Time

An additional benefit of the new 

temperature control system is that the 

heat-up phase of a CVD reactor can be 

shortened by up to 30%. Consequently, 

this reduces the total process time and 

increases the uptime of the whole system 

over the year. 

“What is most appreciated is the fact 

that this shorter heat-up does not lead 

to temperature overshooting anymore,” 

Hristo explains. “This is good news for 

any of our aerospace business partners, 

as the lack of temperature overshooting 

is a further objective of the AMS 2750F 

standards. It serves the critical function 

of securing the integrity and final quality 

of the products, which may not be able 

to withstand higher temperatures than 

those indicated for the CVA process.”

Are you interested in the new Bernex 

temperature control module? 

Contact Daniel Schranz (+41 79 292 

43 89 or Daniel.Schranz@ihi-bernex.

com) or Philippe Ricklin (+41 79 

330 29 59 or Philippe.Ricklin@ihi-

bernex.com) for more information.
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Old vs improved heat-up times with the new Bernex 

temperature control module.



Swiss company Argor-Aljba offers high-tech coating services for the watch and tool industries.  

Their strength is in particularly hard diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings, specifically their dialong® 

coating line for taps and cutting tools and their dianoir® dark coating line for watches. A more advanced 

generation of DLC is produced under the trademark Dropless®. From the 2-person company it was 

when it was founded in 2004, it has grown to 30 people in 2021. Argor-Aljba first took possession of 

their Hauzer coating system, a Hauzer Flexicoat® 850, in 2015. Currently, Hauzer and Argor-Aljba are in 

the process of defining an upgrade for this system.  

THE NATURAL DESIRE 
TO USE CUTTING-EDGE 

TECHNOLOGIES

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
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A Working Relationship That Started With Fusion

Sergei Ukhanov, co-founder and current Vice President and Chief Technical Officer of  

Argor-Aljba, recalls the company’s decision to invest in their Hauzer coating machine: “Our 

R&D team, consisting of a designer, a programmer and several electrical engineers, worked 

together with Hauzer on a special Fusion project. We were able to integrate our plasma 

sources and electronics blocks into the Hauzer Flexicoat® 850. This gave us the unique 

ability to not just make Hauzer’s traditional plasma-assisted chemical vapour deposition 

(PACVD) DLC coatings, but also to combine our technologies and Hauzer’s for the optimal 

results.”
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Investments to Remain Competitive

After five years of using their Hauzer Flexicoat® 850, Argor-Aljba is 

looking to expand the range of offered products. Sergei: “The desire to 

use cutting-edge technologies is natural for small companies. It allows 

us to remain competitive. Our Hauzer machine has high reproducibility 

from process to process, so it was an excellent starting point for this 

expansion.”

Even with the limitations imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic,  

Argor-Aljba and Hauzer have been able to move forward with defining 

the contents of the upgrade through several online meetings. One of 

those was a virtual tour of the Hauzer R&D system in Venlo, showing 

recent years’ developments in controls and technologies.

Argor-Aljba’s upgrade will consist of several technologies to further 

improve and expand the etching and deposition behaviour of the 

system. One of the added technologies will be HiPIMS, which will greatly 

enhance the flexibility of the system and allow Argor-Aljba to produce 

defect-free layers of the highest quality. This flexibility is in addition 

to the existing possibilities of the system, which means all previous 

developments can still be used. They are also moving to Hauzer’s latest 

software platform, expanded with a few tailor-made features. This way, 

their upgraded Hauzer Flexicoat® 850 will be ready for the next few 

years and the challenges to come.

Looking Towards the Future With Optimism

At Argor-Aljba, the products they have developed give them a sense 

of optimism about the future. Although they adhere to the traditional 

DLC coating sectors – precision instruments such as watches, plus 

forming and cutting tools – they are successfully following the ever-

increasing needs of their customers. “There are so many options in 

the DLC coating market,” explains Sergei. “It is our privilege to help our 

customers navigate that wide range of options.”

For more information, please contact Albert 

Hendriks, the sales manager responsible 

for upgrades and modifications, by e-mail at 

AHendriks@hauzer.nl or by phone at +31 77 

3559 711.
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GROWTH IN A YEAR 
OF CHANGES

HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

In the year since the last Hauzer for You came out, the business world has been gripped by the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the mitigation measures the various governments have taken around the 

world. Despite these challenging circumstances, Hauzer is pleased that we have been able to continue 

to serve our customers around the globe and that we are continuing to add new faces to the 

Hauzer family. 

Maintaining a COVID-safe Working Environment

“One of the most important focus points,” says Petra Vermeeren, 

HR Manager, “has been setting up and maintaining a working  

environment that allows everyone to get their work done without 

having to worry about infection risk on the job.” Employees 

have been asked to work from home as much as possible, 

only come in to the office one day a week and to batch the 

activities they need to do in the office as much as possible. 

Petra: “That helps us reduce the risk for all our employees. 

The whole company has worked together to guarantee a safe 

working environment, and that has paid off handsomely.” 

“We were lucky to discover, in the rush to start working from 

home after the first COVID lockdown in March 2020, that almost 

the entire Hauzer organisation was already prepared for working 

from home,” Petra adds. “Most employees were already working 

with mobile devices, laptops and videoconferencing software. 

The start of the COVID lockdowns was a worrying time, but 

thanks to our IT department, our IT systems were up for the job.” 

Expanding Our Reach

Over the last years, Hauzer has developed from an organisation 

based in Venlo, the Netherlands, to a group with global technology 

bases and a physical presence in China, Japan, Spain and 

Switzerland. Today, we continue to grow and we have even sold 

our first machine to Australia. This expansion continues to be 

driven by our high-quality, highly diverse technology and the new  

markets we are exploring, such as fuel cells, medical and  

aerospace.

Filling More Vacancies

Petra: “After a year where we haven’t been able to welcome as  

many new people to Hauzer as we’d expected, we are now filling  

more and more vacancies. We are currently expanding in 

engineering, sales, customer support, IT and assembly, for instance.”

Even so, Hauzer still has a flat hierarchy with short lines of 

communication. “Many of the new people joining us were looking 

for a more flexible and personal working environment,” says Petra. 

“A place where they can work on the entire machine instead of only 

a subunit, a company where their voice has influence. Even though 

we’ve been growing, Hauzer is still like that. It’s something we’re 

proud of – and it’s something that hopefully means our people will 

happily stay  with us for years to come.”
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“I’ve been working at Bernex since September 2018, and it has been two years full of surprises. 

We have a great product with good future potential. Especially in the aviation aluminising market 

and the cutting tool market. There is no other company like Bernex, with 50+ years of experience 

in chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and thin film coating.” 

“As Sales Director, I see myself as the ambassador for the company, the face of the company 

toward the customer. I take care of the USA, Europe and Indian subcontinent markets, working 

closely with customer service. What I like most is customer interaction in a global environment 

– building relationships and understanding how things really are for your customer, whether in 

Europe, Asia, the USA or South America.” 

“With over 25 years in sales, I have a fine-tuned intercultural competence. I have a business 

administration background and have built my career working with a variety of technical 

companies, all excelling in precision and customer service. Sales always sells the first machine, 

but it is the joint effort with customer service that enables a future sale.” 

“I started at Hauzer in 2020 and became the new CFO on 1 April 2021. After working in various 

finance positions over the last 20 years at DLL and ASML, I wanted to work at a company where 

I could have more impact. Hauzer was just what I was looking for: high-tech, international, but 

small enough that people can have freedom and responsibility.”  

“As CFO, I’m responsible for finance group-wide. As part of the Board of Directors and daily 

management, I’ll be responsible for defining and executing our strategy. Key to our current 

and future success is understanding the need of our customers and delivering high-quality 

products. At the same time, we’re continuously reviewing the efficiency of our business model 

and processes and improving them where required. We’ll continue to keep a close eye on 

market and technological developments and anticipate them where possible. That requires 

investment: freeing up capacity and money to develop new products and technologies.”  

“As a financial, I enjoy being close to the business and working with sales, R&D and operations 

to make the best decisions for Hauzer and our customers. Working with people who take  

initiative gives me a lot of energy; I’m lucky to work for a company where my colleagues have  

the same attitude.”

DANIEL SCHRANZ
BERNEX GLOBAL  

SALES DIRECTOR

JORIS KOX
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
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“I’ve been working at Hauzer since 2013, stationed in China for almost four years until last year 

because of COVID-19. My wife and I had just left China to go on holiday last year when we heard 

we couldn’t go back due to COVID, so we returned to Germany instead. I was able to go back 

to China last September but unfortunately have not yet been able to bring my wife over due 

to COVID restrictions. In my professional life, I witnessed the rise and fall of the CD. I started in 

Haarlem, in the first European CD production line, and worked in various engineering divisions 

to optimise CD production machines and manufacturing methods until 2013. In that time, I saw 

most of Europe. For my next job I wanted to go further afield. Being a Field Service Engineer at 

Hauzer is perfect, especially when the opportunity to be stationed in China came up.”

“Hauzer is always striving to be top of the class in the coating world, in terms of technologies, 

coating consistency and reproducibility. We’re not just selling machines – there’s a tremendous 

amount of process knowledge and development behind it. The best part of my job is that 

every day is different. Hauzer technology keeps developing, old machines get upgraded, and 

sometimes there’s an issue with a machine that’s a real puzzle.” 

“I was recently promoted to Team Leader of the Hauzer Competence Centre, which includes 

the laboratory I previously led. I started at Hauzer more than 30 years ago as a laboratory 

technician, and I still do – and enjoy! – that practical work. In an established team, leadership 

tasks don’t take up a full day. Maintaining team spirit is very important to me. During difficult 

times, that’s when you need to invest in supporting your team; it builds an even better basis 

for mutual trust. A good team makes it worth it to come to work. I’ve learned that the most 

important thing for success is communication. We document all communications and requests 

in our central information system, so everyone can easily look up what has been asked and 

done. Some things just aren’t immediately obvious, such as which areas of a sample need to be 

coated, so it’s important to clarify.”

“What’s great about Hauzer is the ‘just do it’ mentality. If someone has a request, let’s try to  

make it work! The most surprising request in my time at Hauzer was a request for coating 

industrial knitting needles. I never thought it would result in them buying a machine, but they 

did! That always stayed with me. You never know how things will turn out.”

MARTIN IJSPEERT 
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER, 

STATIONED IN CHINA 

WIM VAN IJZENDOORN 
TEAM LEADER OF THE COMPETENCE 

CENTRE IN VENLO
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Hauzer is often looking for new talent. Please check our website for 

our current vacancies or contact our HR Manager Petra Vermeeren. 

PVermeeren@hauzer.nl – +31 77 355 97 05 – Hauzer.nl/careers

CAREERS

Hauzer Competence Centre

The Competence Centre in Venlo is part 

of – and collaborates closely with – the 

Process Engineering division. As Wim says: 

“They develop the processes; we look at the 

results.” The Competence Centre is where 

Hauzer develops new technologies and 

coatings, often together with our customers. 

This is also where sampling for customers is 

done. 

The Competence Centre includes a state-of-

the-art laboratory for quality control, which 

is crucial for development and sampling 

activities. Here, it is shown whether the 

coating complies with the requested 

specifications. One of the highlights of the 

Competence Centre and lab is the scanning 

electron microscope, which allows them to 

judge the surface before and after coating, 

and after application testing. “This is all 

important information for improving the 

performance of our coatings,” says Wim.
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FCVC

June 8-10, 2021

Shanghai

China

HiPIMS

June 16-18, 2021

Digital presentation

HIPIMS for industrial 

applications

SF Expo

July 26-28, 2021

Guangzhou

China

EMO Milano 

October 4-9, 2021

Milano

Italy 

Aachener Colloquium

October 4-6, 2021

Aachen

Germany

IZB Wolfsburg 

October 5-7, 2021

Wolfsburg

Germany

Meet us...
Hauzer is looking forward to seeing you at the following  exhibitions and conferences.


